Addendum 5
Solicitation 20-99363
Canal Park Lakewalk & Shoreline Restoration

This addendum serves to notify all bidders of the following changes to the solicitation documents:

1. Is the Ipe decking shown on the beach access detail paid for at the square foot boardwalk unit price, or is it incidental to the beach access unit price?
   a. The Ipe decking at the beach access is included part of the total boardwalk area bid item per SFT.

2. What is the ratio of C33 sand to grade 2 compost for the engineered topsoil?
   a. The ratio is approximately 50-50 sand to compost. The contractor to submit the proposed soil mix for Engineer approval.

3. Can you clarify what should be included in the bid item “ev parking lot restoration and patching of Lake Place”? Is this complete removal/replacement of these areas or just spot damage areas? Is this contract responsible for both the stone supply contract and canal park contract hauling if any damage is created? There’s also work taking place at the steam plant that will be hauling there. Would it be possible to revise the bid item from 1 LS to a per ton price of patching inclusive of sawing, removal, grading, and asphalt?
   a. The contractor is 100% responsible for restoring the parking lot access route, from the west side of the Lake Avenue overpass to the gravel carriage path, to the condition of the other half of the parking lot not used for access. This includes damage to the paved surfaces caused by stone delivery.

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by checking the acknowledgment box within the www.bidexpress.com solicitation.

Posted: May 12, 2020